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The wind - Saturday was forecast to be light to medium from the SSW which is offshore, but it 
mostly blew from the east or northeast with a lot of SE and S thrown in. The wind would blow at 
4 to 6 for 5 minutes, then disappear, then fill in from another random direction and blow for 5 
minutes and then repeat the process over and over all day. Pretty much the same thing for 
Sunday. So in most every race the wind was from about 3 or 4 points of the compass, Every few 
minutes it would choose a new direction – up the lake,  down the lak, out of the cove to the east, 
out of the cove to the west, from across the lake or directly offshore. 
 
So some boats reaped the benefits and some got caught on the wrong  side of the course and 
might have gotten passed by a lot of boats. 
  
It was challenging and frustrating and luck played a big part in the final results. One of the 
biggest luck factors was that you would or would not be taken out by a wild eyed competitor at 
the starting line or somewhere else on the course. Sunday saw a bit more ragged racing with 
everyone in one fleet. We were able to get in 16 races before the Sunday noonish curfew. 
Fortunately we did start the scoring races right away, and I think everyone was on board with 
that. 
 
The competitors – The class big guns decided to give the locals and a few others a break, and 
Dixie took the top 5 places. Tony Shoaf got his first regatta win by 1 point over Dave Linville. 
Skip Allen finished building his new purple, I mean orange, boat instead of sleeping all last week 
and was rewarded with 3rd place. Mervin Jones made hay on Saturday with a win, two 3rds and 
two 5ths to coast into 4th place.  Local threat Jack Shepard could not quite catch Mervin even 
with a ridiculous 1,2,4,2,2 in the last 5 races. Some Florida guys named Tom, Dick and George 
were 6, 7, 8. Great to have them there racing with us. 
 
The club – Atlanta Yacht Club  did a fabulous job of hosting the regatta as always. A big thank 
you to Rita Fullick and her AYC crew. The members are very generous with their time and 
expertise. Every aspect of the regatta except RD was of the highest caliber. Hospitality was 
outstanding as well. 
 
In one Sunday race almost everyone except  a couple of skippers and the finish line scorer lost 
track of the lap count and sailed a third lap. Lucky ones just happened to go through the finish 
line on their way to the weather mark for the third time.  
 
Race winners:  Dave Linville had 7 wins and his 2 nines got dropped, but the 2 sixes did him in. 
Skip Allen had two and he almost had 3, I believe, but finished way back in that race. 
Fortunately (for him) it would not have changed the results if he had won or gotten second in 
that race. He came back to finish 2, 1, 3 in the races after the misstep.  Tony Shoaf had one win 
and a lot of second places to earn the victory. Mervin Jones, Jack Shepard, Tom Phillips and 
Martin VanWolswinkel also had one win . One highlight of the racing on Sunday was Tom 
Evans with his first regatta race win ever by about half a lap over second place.  He broke away 
from the pack at the start, relaxed and found nothing but favorable winds as he stretched out his 
lead. 
 
Martin VanWolswinkel who drove from Dallas, Texas had a problem with his winch arm 
breaking and putting him on the road home. But early in day he was on a roll with his relic Robin 
583 as he scored 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 3 in his first ever EC-12 regatta. Jamie, his fiancé, who had been 



sailing model boats for a total of 4 days before the regatta showed good speed whenever the 
wind actually blew. She also fell victim to the same broken winch arm. 
 
Dave Linville had rebuilt Martin’s  583 relic Robin and seems to have transformed it from a boat 
that lay down and wallowed in any sort of a breeze to one that leans over and drives. Those old 
girls can be made to go and to score high. Martin obviously has a lot of talent. 
 
Results 

1. Tony Shoaf      44 points 
2. Dave Linville     45 
3. Skip Allen     64 
4. Mervin Jones     68 
5. Jack Shepard     71 
6. Tom Phillips     94 
7. Dick Reinke     96 
8. George Balaschack    100 
9. John Muhlhausen    128 
10. Lew English     135 
11. Martin VanWolswinkel   145    
12. Tom Evans      151 
13. Bill Tumlin     157 
14. Bob Larsen     161 
15. Ian Elliott     162 
16. Chuck Ellis     176 
17. Ken Williams     184 
18. Jamie Campeau    207 

 
 

 
The group at Gone With The Wind Regatta, Atlanta GA 



 
Scott Vernon presents the First Place trophy to Tony Shoaf. 


